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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Accountant World

Actors World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Logical,Financial,kinesthetic
&Intrapersonal

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Analyze cause & effect,
Data mining,
Dexterity &
Selfawareness.

Eye&body coordination,
Abstract Reasoning,
Kinesthetic,Spatial,Linguistic &
Precise communication &
Intrapersonal
Selfawareness.

Classifying,
Reasoning,
Motorskills,
Abstract reasoning

Agriculture Officer World

Naturalistic,Logical,
Kinesthetic & Spatial

Air Hostess World

Hand-eye-Cord,
Kinesthetic,Linguistic,Interpers
Precise Communication,
onal
Peoplehandling &
& Naturalistic
Classifying.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition

Analyzes financial information detailing assets, liabilities, and capital,
and prepares balance sheet, profit and loss statement, and other reports
to summarize current and projected company financial position,

Actors depict characters in stories using their voices, appearances,
bodies
and gestures. They can work in movies, television, commercials,
theater, theme parks and clubs.
Agricultural Field Officer actually acts as a bridge between
agriculture department and farmingcommunity and helps in
promoting and popularising research and developmental
programmes sponsored by Govt. between farmers.
As an air hostess you work closely with the flight crew (operating
the plane) during a flight, attending the passengers by giving
information and preventing any disturbances, also responsible for
administering first aid when needed.

Naturalistic,Spatial,Logical
&Intrapersonal

Classifying,
Interpretation,
Reasoning,
Selfawareness.

The Air quality specialists examine and determine the type and
level of pollutants in the air. They also identify the sources of the
pollutants and provide recommendations to improve air health
and safety.These specialists can work for environmental agencies,
private businesses, universities, independent research centers and
manufacturing plants.

Analyst World

Logical,Spatial,Linguistic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Precise communication&
Selfawareness.

An analyst may be expected to perform specific duties in the
elements which are grouped by the type of analysis: tactical,
strategic, administrative, intelligence and Crime analysis
supervisor.

Anchors World

Precise Communication,
Linguistic,Kinesthetic,Spatial& Hand-eye-Cord,
Intrapersonal
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.

Air Quality Specialist World

Anchors gather information and write news stories of their own,
in addition to reading the stories written by other news reporters.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Animal Husbandry World

Anthropologist World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Classifying,
Naturalistic,Kinesthetic,Spatial
Hand-eye-Cord
&
Interpretation &
Logical
Reasoning.

The Director General of Animal Husbandry is vested with the
general
control and direction of Government Livestock Farm, Hisar,
Breeding Projects, Veterinary Institutions, Vaccine Institute,
Disease Control, Development of Poultry,and all other activities
under
the Animal Husbandry Department.

Classifying,
Naturalistic,Kinesthetic,Spatial
Hand-eye-Cord
&
Interpretation &
Intrapersonal
Selfawareness.

Anthropologists are scientists who study the development and
behaviors
of human beings throughout the world, present and past, to help
better understand humanity as a whole. They examine biological,
archaeological, linguistic or sociocultural traditions, depending on
their area of expertise.

Classifying,
Reasoning,
Interpretation&
Selfawareness.

Aquaculture Tech.World

Naturalistic,Logical,Spatial&
Intrapersonal

Archaeologist World

Classifying,
Naturalistic,Spatial,Kinesthetic Interpretation,
&Logical
Hand-eye-Cord &
Reasoning.

Architects World

Army World

Artists World

Astronaut World

Little More Clarity about my Ambition

Spatial,Logical,Financial &
Kinesthetic.

Interpretation,
Reasoning,
Costing &
Hand-eye-Cord.

Logical,Kinesthetic,Spatial &
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Hand-eye-cord,
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.

Spatial,Kinesthetic,Naturalistic Interpretation,
&
Hand-eye-cord,
Intrapersonal
Classifying &
Selfawareness.
Logical,Spatial,Naturalistic &
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Classifying &
Selfawareness.

Within the government, these professionals help biologists with
the duties of managing public lakes, rivers and recreational
fishing areas, particularly during the busy fishing seasons.
Archaeologists examine ancient sites and objects to learn about
the past.
They may specialise in particular geographical areas, historical
periods or types of object, such as pottery, coins or bones.
Architects work in the construction industry and are involved
with
designing new buildings, establishing budget,extensions or
alterations to existing buildings, or advising on the restoration
and conservation of old properties.
Indian Army officers are responsible for planning, organizing,
conducting, overseeing the prepardness for defending our land
territories as well as supporting international peacekeeping and
any humanitarian work.
An artist is a person who creates art for either sale or exhibition.
Artists
use many different techniques and materials in their work, and
they can be classified as either craft artists or fine artists
depending on the type of work that they create.
An astronaut (in the United States) or cosmonaut (in Russia) is a
person trained for a spaceflight program to either command,
pilot, or as a specialist crew member of a spacecraft.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Athletic World

Audiologist World

Auditor World

Author World

Biologist World

Bookkeeper World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Hand-eye-Cord,
Kinesthetic,Spatial,Intrapersona
Interpretation,
l&
Selfawareness &
Linguistic.
Precise Communication,

Logical,Spatial,Linguistic &
Kinesthetic.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
Professional athletes play sports for a living.Professional athletes
are people with natural talent, stamina, and competitive drive.
They have excellent reflexes and coordination and are well
disciplined when it comes to rigorous practice and training.
Provides diagnostic and therapeutic services by assessing and
treating
neonate, infant, children, adolescent, adult, and geriatric hearing,
balance, and communication disorders.
Auditors are independent specialists who review the accounts of
companies and organisations to ensure the validity and legality of
their financial records.
They can also act in an advisory role to recommend possible risk
aversion measures and cost savings that could be made.
Writers and authors develop original written content for
advertisements, books, magazines, movie and television scripts,
songs, and online publications.

Logical,Naturalistic,Spatial &
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Classifying,
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.

Studies basic principles of plant and animal life, such as origin,
relationship, development, anatomy, and functions: Collect and
analyze biological data to determine environmental effects of
present and potential use of land and water areas, record data,
and feed information.

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord &
Selfawareness.

The bookkeeper position creates financial transactions and creates
financial reports from that information. The creation of financial
transactions includes posting information to accounting journals
or accounting software from such source documents as invoices to
customers, cash receipts, and supplier invoices.

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
ROI &
Selfawareness.
Reasoning,
Precie Communication,
Interpretation &
People Handling.

Home builders work on various facets of new home construction,
from design to masonry. Their duties may include building home
frames and walls and installing electrical wiring, insulation and
windows.
Business consultants work in areas that include marketing,
human resources, management, and accounting. Consultants help
improve companies through assessing weaknesses and
recommending solutions.

Reasoning,
ROI,
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.

Receives funds from customers and employees, disburses funds,
and records monetary transactions in business establishment or
place of public accommodation: Receives cash or checks or
completes credit-card charge transactions.

Builders/Construction World

Logical,Spatial,Financial &
Intrapersonal.
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Business Consultant World

Logical,Linguistic,Spatial &
Interpersonal.

Cashier World

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Precise Communication &
Hand-eye-Cord.

Reasoning,
Ability of data mining &
Logical,Financial,Linguistic
ROI,
Spatial, & Interpersonal
Precise communication,
Interpretation &
People handling
Precise Communication,
Interpretation,
Linguistic,Spatial,Intra & Naturalistic.
Selfawareness &
Classifying.
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Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Logical,Financial,Spatial &
Intrapersonal
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Charted Fiancial Consultant-CFC,

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Financial,Logical,Spatial,
Linguistic & Interpersonal.

Financial,Logical,Spatial &
Charted Financial Analyst-CFA-World
Intrapersonal

Chartered Accountant-C.A.World

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Little More Clarity about my Ambition

Datamining&ROI,
Reasoning,
Chartered Financial Consultants (ChFCs) serve the diverse needs
Interpretation,
of
Precise Communication. & clients with estate, tax, and insurance planning needs.
Peoplehandling.
Datamining&ROI,
Reasoning,
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.

Datamining&ROI,
Financial,Logical,Spatial,Lingui Reasoning,
stic
Interpretation,
& Intrapersonal.
Precise Communication &
Selfawareness.

A CFA's primary responsibility is to make sound investment
decisions by gathering information on a particular industry or
stock they are assigned to by a senior financial analyst.

Behind every successful business is a team of chartered
accountants who devise financial systems, check accounting
procedures, and ensure legal compliance.

Kinesthetic,Spatial,Logical &
Interpersonal.

Hand-eye-Cord,
Interpretation,
Reasoning &
People handling.

Every part of a foodservice operation, including menu planning,
purchasing,
hiring and staffing, is part of a head chef's job description. That
means he or she also has overall responsibility for all the food that
comes out of the kitchen.

Financial,Logical,Spatial,
Linguistic&Interpersonal

Datamining&ROI,
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Precise Communication &
Peoplehandling.

The chief financial officer position is accountable for the
administrative,
financial, and risk management operations of the company, to
include the development of a financial and operational strategy.

Clerk in Bank World

Logical,Kinesthetic,Financial&
Intrapersonal.

Reasoning,
Hand-eye-Cord,
Data mining &
Selfawareness.

Being the bank clerk of any successful bank means you are
responsible not only for the organization of the transactions but
also bank clerks work in a variety of specialties inside the bank,
including loans, accounts, exchange and interest.

Coach/ Trainer World
Any martial art

Kinesthetic,Spatial,
Intrapersoanl,
Linguistic.

Hand-eye-Cord,
Interpretation,
Slefawareness,
Precise Communication.

As a martial arts instructor, you would help people to understand
the philosophy and history of their martial art, and teach them the
skills they need to take part safely to become expertise init.

Kinesthetic,Spatial,Musical &
Interpersonal

Hand-eye-Cord,
Interpretation,
Auditory skill&
Peoplehandling.

Logical,Spatial,Linguistic &
Intrapersonal.

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Precise Communication
Selfawareness.

Chef/Cookery World

Chief Finance Officer-CFO World

Comedy Actor World

Computer Programmer World

Comedians are performers responsible for entertaining people by
making
them laugh. Comedians have their own specific style, and may
use various techniques like puppetry, ventriloquism, and music,
to amuse audiences.
Computer programmers produce, install and implement new and
modified computer systems, networks and related operating
software.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Conservationist World

Counselor World

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Analyze cause & effect,
Precise communication,
Naturalistic Int, Science& Logic,
Navigation,
Visual & Intrapersonal
People handling &
Selfawareness.
My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intra &
Interpersonal,Linguistic,
Spatial & Logical.

Selfawareness,
Peoplehandling,
Precise Communication,
Interpretation &
Reasoning.

Selfawareness,
Intrapersonal,Logical,Financial
Reasoning,
Entrepreneur World
&
ROI &
Interpersonal.
Peoplehandling.
Reasoning,
Precise communication,
Logical,Linguistic,Spatial,
I.T.World
Interpretation,
Interpersonal & Kinesthetic.
People handling&
Hand-eye-Cord.
Interpretation,
Spatial,Logical,Intrapersonal& Reasoning,
Comp.Programme Designer World
Linguistic.
Selfawareness&
Precise Communication.
Reasoning,
Logica,Interpersonal,
People handling,
Manager in Bank World
Financial& Spatial
ROI &
Interpretation.
Auditory skills,
Interpretation,
Musical,Spatial,Naturalistic,
Music Director World
Classifying,
Logical & Linguistic.
Reasoning &
Precise Communication.
Interpretation,
Simulation Engineer World
Spatial,Logical,Kinesthetic &
Reasoning,
3 D-Modelling and
Intrapersonal
Hand-eye-cord &
Selfawareness.
Precise Communication,
Linguistic,Interpersonal,
People Handling,
Management-Consultant World
Spatial & Logical.
Interpretation &
Reasoning.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
A conservationist works with landowners and governments to
protect natural resources including soil and water.
They help find ways to utilize land without harming the
environment.
Counsellors work in a confidential setting and listen attentively to
their clients. They offer them the time, empathy and respect they
need to express their feelings and perhaps understand themselves
from a different perspective. The aim is reduce their confusion
and enable them to cope with challenges or to make positive
changes in their life where necessary.
As the face of the organization, they may network with other
business professionals in order to secure goods, services or
relationships with other companies for mutual benefit.
In IT world, there is a vast scope to expertise & expose your skills
in technical as
Analyst, Database Dvpt, Admin,Enterprise system analysis &
integration, Health IT, Project Mgt, System Design&Admin, Web
dvpt & Tech.writing, etc.
Computer programmers write code to create software programs.
They turn the program designs created by software developers
and engineers into instructions that a computer can follow.
Responsible for the day-to-day duties of managing a banking
branch and its promotional activities. Oversees the sales,
operations, and business development within the branch,
including profits and productivity.
A Music Dr. is a qualified professional who compose & oversees
all music related aspects of film, television, advertising, video
games and other existing or emerging visual mediaplatforms as
required.
A simulation engineer will code new algorithms for simulating
semiconductor fabrication processes such as lithography, plasma
etching and chemical vapor deposition.
Management consultants are expertise solution finders who help
organisations to solve issues, create value, maximise growth and
improve the business performance of their clients & admin.level.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Copy-writers World

Linguistic, Logical,Spatial &
Interpersonal

Crafts World

Kinesthetic,Spatial,naturalistic
&
Intrapersonal

Criminologist World

Dancers World

I.A.S. World
Indian Administrative Service

I.F.S - Officer World
Indian Foreign Service

I.Fo.S - Officer World
Indian Forest Service

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Precise Communication,
Reasoning,
Interpretation &
Peoplehandling.
Dexterity,
Interpretation,
Classifying &
Selfawareness.

Reasoning,
Logical,Spatial,Intrapersonal& Interpretation,
Kinesthetic.
Selfawareness &
Hand-eye-Cord.
Hand-eye-Cord,
Kinesthetic,Spatial,Intrapersona
Interpretation,
l&
Selfawareness &
Naturalistic.
Classifying.
Analyze cause & effect,
Logical,Linguistic,Spatial,Inter Precise communication,
&
Navigation,
Intrapersonal
People handling &
Selfawareness.

Linguistic, Logical,
Interpersonal & Spatial Int

Precise communication
skill, Analyze cause &
effect,
People handling, &
Interpretation skills.

Naturalistic,Logic,Spatial &
Kinesthetic

Classifying,
Reasoning,
Interpretation&
Hand-eye-Cord.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
Write advertising copy for use by publication, broadcast or
internet media
to promote the sale of goods and services.
The craft artist tends to work outside the traditional fields of fine
art
(illustration, painting, and sculpture), making use of media like
ceramics, glass, paper, textiles, wood, and metal.
A criminologist’s job responsibilities involve analyzing data to
determine why the crime was committed and to find ways to
predict, deter, and prevent further criminal behavior.
Dancers use movement, gesture and body language to portray a
character,
story, situation or abstract concept to an audience, usually to the
accompaniment of music.
The IAS officers handle affairs of the government. At the state and
central level, this involves the framing of the policies and its
implementation. At the district level, IAS is concerned with
district affairs, including developmental duties. At the divisional
level, the IAS officers look after law and order, general
administration and various developmental works.
The Indian Foreign Service deals with the country's
external affairs. It is responsible for the administration and
activities of Indian missions abroad, and for the framing and
implementation of the Government's foreign policy. An I.F.S
officer can be posted in 160 odd Indian Embassies and Missions
abroad.
The IFS officer has been entrusted with the enormous challenges
of protection, conservation, regeneration and development of
forests.
At times they are posted as working plan officers and put on
deputation with agencies such as State Forest Corporation, for
carrying out exploiting operations of timber and their marketing,
as Member Secretaries of Pollution control Board, Tourism
Officers or Executive Directors or MDs of state-run corporations
or boards. They can be posted as Secretaries of the Autonomous
Bodies and as Directors or Joint Secretaries in government of
India.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

I.P.S. World
Indian Police Service

IRS - World
Indian Revenue Service

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Analyze cause & effect,
Logical,Kinesthetic,Linguistic & Hands on learning,
Intrapersonal
Precise communication &
Selfawareness.

Leading and commanding the Indian Intelligence Agencies like
Research and Analysis Wing (R&AW), Intelligence Bureau (IB),
Central Bureau of Investigations (CBI), Criminal Investigation
Department (CID) etc., Indian Federal Law Enforcement
Agencies, Civil and Armed Police Forces in all the states and
union territories.

Analyze cause & effect,
Analyze ROI,
Logical,Financial,
Precise communication,
Linguistic,Inter& Intrapersonal
People handling &
Selfawareness.

IRS officers are concerned with the collection, administration and
policy formation of direct (viz. Income, Corporate, Wealth, FBT
etc.) and indirect (viz. Central Excise, Service Tax and even
Customs Duty) taxes.
Service Hierarchy:- Assistant commissioner, Deputy
commissioner, Joint commissioner, Additional commissioner,
Commissioner and Chief Commissioner or Director General.

Naturalistic,Logical,Spatial,
Kinesthetic&Intrapersonal.

Classifying,
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord
Selfawareness.

Logical,Naturalistic,Spatial
& Linguistic.

Reasoning,,
Classifying,
Interpretation&
Precise Communication.

Unani Doctor World

Logical,Naturalistic,Spatial
& Linguistic.

Reasoning,,
Classifying,
Interpretation&
Precise Communication.

General Physican /M.D World

Reasoning,
Precise Communication,
Logical, Linguistic,Kinesthetic,
Hand-eye-Cord,
Spatial & Interpersonal
Interpretation &
Peoplehandling.

Ayurvedic Doctor World

Homeopathist World

Little More Clarity about my Ambition

An ayurvedic practitioner uses holistic techniques from India to
help patients maintain a healthy life, eliminate impurities, reduce
stress, and fight disease. Through observation techniques that
focus on the interconnectedness between body, mind, and spirit,
practitioners assess the entire well-being of the patient. Each
diagnosis is tailored to the individual and treatment can range
from diet and lifestyle advice, massages, yoga, and meditation to
herbal supplements, counseling, or specialized therapies.
Homeopathy is a system of alterative or complementary medicine
based on treating the individual with very diluted natural
substances. Homeopaths treat a range of conditions; they might
be physical problems, such as skin ailments, asthma or arthritis, or
they might be of an emotional or psychological nature, like
depression or phobias.
Unani practitioners will be liable for jobs in 1809 primary health
centers, District health posts in the city corporations and technical
posts in MPSC. It will also be possible for Unani practitioner to
become Second Class Gazette Officer.
Unani medicine derives its goodness from natural substances.
Unani physicians usually practice usage of a single drug and polypharmaceutical preparations.
Medical doctors (M.D.s) diagnose patient conditions using
examinations and tests. Based on their findings, they prescribe
treatment and medications to attempt to heal any illnesses or
injuries. General practitioners and pediatricians have a wide
range of medical knowledge and they are often the first types of
doctors who patients visit.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Pediatrician World

Gynecologist World

Ophthalmologist World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Reasoning,
Logical,Spatial,Linguistic,Natur
Interpretation,
alistic
Precise Communication,,
& Intrapersonal
Classifying &
Selfawareness.

Logical,Spatial,Linguistic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Precise Communication&
Selfawareness.

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord &
Selfawareness.
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord,
Selfawareness &
Precise Communication.
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord &
Selfawareness.

Neurologist World

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic,
Intrapersonal & Linguistic.

Dentist World

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Intrapersonal

Dietitian World

Reasoning,
Logical,Naturalistic,Linguistic& Classifying,
Interpersonal
Precise Communication&
People Handling

Cardiologist World

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord &
Selfawareness.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
As a pediatrician, your main occupational tasks involve providing
medical care to people ranging in age from newborns to young
adults. You are responsible for examining, diagnosing, and
treating children with a wide variety of injuries and illnesses. You
will also administer the many immunizations that are available to
protect children from diseases.
Gynecologists provide medical treatment to women, focusing on
issues related to the reproductive system. They may perform
annual testing and exams, diagnose illnesses and infections, treat
hormonal abnormalities, prescribe medication and counsel
patients about birth control or fertility options. In addition to
delivering babies, obstetricians and gynecologists (OB/GYNs)
provide prenatal and postnatal care throughout pregnancy and
after childbirth.
Ophthalmologists are medically trained doctors with specialist
skills in the diagnosis, treatment and prevention of diseases of the
eye and visual system. Depent upon the service they also perform
surgical procedures, such as keyhole surgery and laser surgery, as
well as managing emergency eye clinics, outpatient clinics or
other specialist eye clinics.
Neurologists are highly trained physicians who specialise in
diagnosing and treating the diseases of the brain as well as any
impairment to the spinal cord, autonomic nervous system,
peripheral nerves, muscles and blood vessels that are associated
with any of these structures
As a dentist, you will typically be examining the dental and oral
hygiene of patients, and either offering advice, or carrying out
surgeries.
Dietitians promote good dietary health and treat medical
conditions by devising eating plans for patients based on the
science of nutrition. A vast working areas are, Natioanl Health
Service,Hospitals, food industry,sports nutrition;public health;the
media;education and research, etc.
Cardiologists specialize in the diagnosis, treatment and
intervention of diseases of the heart and cardiovascular system.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Surgeon World

Chiropractor World

Psychotherapist World

Physiotherapist World

Sonographer World

Pharmacist World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Interpersonal

Logical,Kinesthetic,Spatial &
Intrapersonal

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord &
Peoplehandling.

Reasoning,
Hand-eye-cord,
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.

Logical,Spatial,Naturalistic
Linguistic & Interpersonal.

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Classifying,
Precise Communication &
Peoplehandling.

Logical,Kinesthetic,Spatial,
Intra&interpersonal

Reasoning,
Hand-eye-cord,
Interpretation,
Selfawareness &
Peoplehandling

Spatial,Logical,Naturalistic&
Kinesthetic

Interpretation,
Reasoning,
Classifying&
hand-eye-Cord.

Logical,Spatial,Naturalistic&
Kinesthetic

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Classifying&
Hand-eye-Cord.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
Surgeons specialise in caring for patients to treat diseases, injuries,
and deformities by invasive, minimally-invasive, or non-invasive
surgical methods, such as using instruments, appliances, or by
manual manipulation.A surgeon needs to put people at their ease
and inspire trust and confidence. They also need to work under
pressure and make quick, accurate decisions.
Chiropractors are a health care professionals that focuses on
disorders of the musculoskeletal system and the nervous system,
and the effects of these disorders on general health. Treatment
involves using the hands to apply a specific force to adjust the
joints of the body. Chiropractors treat chronic and acute
conditions which include back, shoulder and neck problems and
joint, posture and muscle issues, as well as sports injuries.
A Psychotherapist undertakes a number of functions that involve
aiding the patients to help, deal with the varied psychological
problems that they might be facing.
People who are having a hard time tackling their behavioral
problems, relationship issues, aspects related to personal growth,
dealing with trauma, and mental health issues, speak to a
psychotherapist. The main aim of this profession is to increase the
individual's sense of well-being
Physiotherapist mainly involves detecting the causes of physical
problems and improving the flexibility and movement of the
injured body parts. Physiotherapists work in hospitals or they
may start their own private practice. They treat patients who
suffer from physical problems. Various ailments like stroke or
injuries lead to restricted movement of the limbs.
The job of the sonographer is to operate and make optimum use
of the ultrasound equipment to create clear pictures of the internal
organs that need to be subjected for diagnosis. Sonographers are
expected to work in close consultation with the physicians and be
a part of a diagnostic team.
Pharmacists are experts in the field of medicines and are not only
responsible for the dispensing of prescriptions but also the
purchase, manufacture and quality testing of all medicines used
in a hospital. You can work as a Hospital Pharmacist or form a
retain pharmacy with legal & ethical guidelines.
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My Ambition
to become World class Expert in

Orthopedic Surgeon World

Anesthesiologist World

Paleontologist World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Logical,Kinesthetic,Spatial&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Hand-eye-cord,
Interpretation,
Selfawareness.

Spatial,Naturalistic,Logical&
Kinesthetic& Interpsersonal.

Interpretation
Classifying,
Reasoning,
hand-eye-Cord&
Peoplehandking

An Anesthesiologist is a medical doctor who cares for a patient
before, during and immediately following a surgical or medical
procedure by administering appropriate anesthesia and
monitoring the patient for reactions and complications, and to
ensure comfort and manage pain.

Naturalistic,Logical,Spatial
& Kinesthetic.

Classifying,
Reasoning,
Interpretation &
Hand-eye-Cord.

Paleontologists study fossils to research life on Earth.
Paleontologists study all manners of fossilized remains of
organisms, including those of plants, animals, bacteria and even
single-celled living beings, according to the Paleontological
Research Institution.

Classifying,
Naturalistic,Logic,Spatial&
Reasoning,
Geologist World
Linguistic
Interpretation&
Precise Communication.
Reasoning,
Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Interpretation,
Naval Officer
Interpersonal
Hand-eye-cord &
Peoplehandling.
Reasoning,
Logical,Linguistic,Kinesthetic & Precise Communication,
Naval Officer - Education
Interpersonal
Hand-eye-Cord &
People handling.
Reasoning
Logical,Kinesthetic,Spatial &
Hand-eye-Cord
Naval Officer - Works & Engineering
Interpersonal
Interpretation &
Peoplehandling.
Interpretation,
Spatial, logical, Intrapersonal& Reasoning,
Navigator
Naturalistics.
Selfawareness &
Classifying.

Navy Education Officer World

Little More Clarity about my Ambition

Logical,Spatial,Linguistic&
Interpersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation
Precise Communication &
Peoplehandling.

Orthopedic surgeons specialize in the musculoskeletal system.
These physicians diagnose or treat injuries and illness such as
broken bones or rheumatoid arthritis, and work with trauma
patients who need rehabilitation or focus on injury prevention.

Studies composition, structure, and history of earth's crust:
Examines rocks, minerals, and fossil remains to identify and
determine sequence of processes affecting development of earth.
Indian Naval officers are responsible for planning, organizing,
conducting, overseeing the prepardness for defending our marine
boundaries as well as supporting international peacekeeping and
any humanitarian work.
Education Officers are responsible for scientific and methodical
instructions, including theoretical aspects of technical subjects of
all branches of the navy and also for general education.
Major functional areas include research and development (R&D),
ships and ship systems engineering, electronic systems
engineering and combat/weapons systems engineering.
Navigators guide the airplanes that are used in civilian aviation
and the Indian Air Force.
Navigators read maps and use radar and other methods to guide
the pilot safely to his destination.
As an Education Officer you will play a major role in the training
of naval officers/sailors. You are responsible for scientific and
methodical instructions, including theoretical aspects of technical
subjects of all branches of the navy and also for general education.
An Education Officer can specialise in almost all specialisations of
the Executive Branch.
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Navy Electrical World

Navy Engineer World

80

Navy Sailor World

81

Navy World

82

Indian Air Force - Pilot World

83

84

85

Indian Air Force - Technical World

Indian Air Force- Accounts World

Indian Air Force- Admin.World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence

Little More Clarity about my Ambition

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation
Hand-eye-cord &
Selfawareness.

A warship is a mini floating city with an integral power
generation and distribution system. In addition, complex missile
systems, underwater weapons, radar and radio communication
equipment form major part of a warship’s equipment. A majority
of these are either computer-based or computer aided and
incorporate the latest trends in electronics engineering. For a ship
to be able to fight effectively, all these equipment must be kept
working at peak efficiency. Electrical Officers have this
responsibility and other challenging tasks.

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation
Hand-eye-cord &
Selfawareness.

Modern ships, submarines and aircraft are fitted with advanced
technology machinery and propulsion systems. As an Engineer
Officer, you will be responsible for keeping all these Hi-tech
systems serviceable. Opportunities exist to work in gigantic naval
dockyards and indigenous production units

Reasoning,
Logical,Kinesthetic,Spatial
Hand-eye-cord,
& Intrapersonal
Interpretation &
Selfawareness.
Reasoning,
Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Interpretation
Intrapersonal
Hand-eye-cord &
Selfawareness.
Reasoning,
Logical,Kinesthetic,Intraperson Hand-eye-cord,
al&
Self awareness &
Linguistic
Precise Communication.

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Interpersonal

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-cord &
Peoplehandling.

Logical,Financial,Linguistic&
Intrapersonal

Reasoning,
ROI,
Precise Communication &
Selfawareness

Reasoning,
Logical,Linguistic,Interpersonal Precise Communication,
& Spatial
Peoplehandling,
Interpretation.

The propulsion machinery, weapons, sensors and equipment on
board these weapon platforms are operated and maintained by
sailors, who are imparted with requisite training at various
intervals during their service.
The full range of operations in which a nation’s naval forces may
be involved is vast, ranging from high intensity war fighting at
one end to humanitarian assistance and disaster relief operations
at the other end.
Air Force fighter pilots are highly specialized military officers and
must be trained and educated to perform the complex duties of
the job. Fighter pilots must prepare for their missions by
reviewing their goals, obtaining weather information, and
understanding existing intelligence.
As an officer in the Technical Branch, you propel and manage
your team to ensure that the Indian Air Force remains airworthy.
You would be incharge of some of the most sophisticated
equipment in the world by joining one of the sub branches based
on your qualification.
Responsible for efficient financial management of funds.You will
also act as internal auditor to ensure a zero-defect audit from
outside agencies.
Responsible for the efficient management of both human and
material resources.
Some of the officers of the Administration Branch are selected and
trained to carry out the duties as Air Traffic Controller & Fighter
Controller.
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Indian Air Force-Logistic World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence
Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Interpersonal

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Motorskills &
Peoplehandling.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
Responsible for materials management of all Air Force resources.
You would ensure efficient supervision of inventories, and
involve in procurement processes of various ranges of equipment.

Classifying,
Interpretation,
Reasoning &
Precise Communication.

Since weather is everywhere, meteorologists can be found all over
the world
doing many different jobs as, Operational forecaster, Military,
Airlines, Road crews,
Radio and television stations, etc.

Logical,Spatial,Kinesthetic&
Financial.

Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord&
Costing.

Mechanical engineers provide efficient solutions to the
development of processes and products, ranging from small
component designs to extremely large plant, machinery or
vehicles. They can work on all stages of a product, from research
and development to design and manufacture, through to
installation and final commissioning.

Civil Engr.World

Spatial,Logical,Kinesthetic,
Naturalistic&Financial

Interpretation,
Reasoning,
hand-eye-Cord
Classifying&
Costing

Civil engineers are involved with the design, development and
construction of a huge range of projects in the built and natural
environment. Their role is central to ensuring the safe, timely and
well-resourced completion of projects in many areas, including
highway construction, waste management, coastal development
and geotechnical engineering.

Aeronautical Engr.World

Interpretation,
Spatial,Logical,Intrapersonal& Reasoning,
Kinesthetic.
Slefawareness&
hand-eye-Cord.

Meteorologist World

Mechanical Engr.World

Marine Scientist World

Naturalistic,Spatial,Logical &
Linguistic

Naturalistic,Logical,Spatial,
Kinesthetic&Intrapersonal

92

Nanotechnologist World

Logical,Spatial,Naturalistic&
Kinesthetic

93

Detective

Logical,Spatial,Naturalistic&
Kinesthetic

Classifying,
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Hand-eye-Cord
Selfawareness.
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Classifying &
Hand-eye-Cord.
Reasoning,
Interpretation,
Classifying &
Hand-eye-Cord.

An aeronautical engineer applies scientific and technological
principles to research, design, develop, maintain and test the
performance of civil /military aircraft, missiles, satellites.
Marine scientists are involved in research, analysis and forecasts
in relation to the oceans, their life forms and coastal areas. They
analyse the sea and its interaction with the land, atmosphere and
sea floors and use the information gained to predict changes to
the earth’s infrastructure, inform statutory legislation and
encourage environmental protection.
Nanotechnology is the manipulation of matter on an atomic,
molecular, and supramolecular scale. A nano.tech can expertise
hisher career in food science,Engr,
Medical & Research field.
Conduct investigations to prevent crimes and solve criminal cases.
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Disc Jockey World

95

Energy Healer

96

E- Publishing Specialist

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

Language Trainer World

Fine Artist World

Lawyers World

Event Mgt.World

My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Musical,Spatial,Logical
Linguistic.

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Auditory skills,
Interpretation,
Reasoning &
Precise Communication.

Source of guidance,
Spiritual,Intrapersonal,Naturali
Selfawareness,
stic
Classifying&
&Linguistic.
PreciseCommunication
Interpretation,
Spatial,Liguistic,Logical
Precise Communication,
Intrapersonal.
Reasoning,
Selfawareness.
Precise Communication,
Linguistic,Interpersonal,Logical People Handling,
& Spatial.
Reasoning
Interpretation.
Interpretation,
Spatial,Logical,Kinesthetic&
Reasoning,
Naturalistic.
Hand-eye-cord &
CLassifying.
Precisecommunication,
Linguistic,Spatial,Logical&
Interpretation,
Interpersonal.
Reasoning&
Peoplehandling.
hand-eye-Cord,
Reasoning
Kinesthetic,Logical,Linguistic,
Precise Communication
Spatial & Financial.
Interpretation&
Costing.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
Disc Jockeys are required to play musical recordings in parties or
events.
They may work for radio stations where they play musical
selections from playlists. Among genres played by DJs are classic
rock, heavy metal, adult contemporary, light rock, jazz, country
western, gangsta rap, hip hop.
The practitioner's role is to help bring energy fields into balance
and improve the health and wellness of body, mind and spirit.

Format typescript and graphic elements using computer software
to produce publication-ready material.
Responsible for teaching students how to speak, write, and
understand & utilise the language skills in effective way. Based on
your intrested Language, you can expertise in it accordingly.
The term 'visual artist' is a broad term that refers to individuals
employed as animation, fine or multimedia artists and graphic
designers, among other professionals.
Lawyers,represent clients in criminal and civil litigation and other
legal proceedings, draw up legal documents, or manage or advise
clients on legal transactions.
This is a rapidly rising role,Event organisers are responsible for
the production of events from conception through to completion.
Events can include:exhibitions and fairs; festivals; conferences;
promotions and product launches; fundraising and social events.

Spatial,Logical,financial&
Intrapersonal

Interpretation,
Reasoning,
Costing&
Selfawareness.

A computer game designer usually works under the direction of a
lead designer and may be responsible for drawing a family of
alien creatures for a new game, writing the stories for those
creatures or giving practical input about how the game plays

Graphic Decorator

Spatial,Logical,Fiancial&
Interpersonal.

Interpretation,
Reasoning,
Costing&
Peoplehandling.

A graphic designer is responsible for creating design solutions
that have a
high visual impact. The role involves listening to clients
and understanding their needs before making design decisions.

HR Professional World

Interpersonal,Linguistic,
logical&
Spatial.

Peoplehandling,
Precise Communication,
Reasoning&
Interpretation

Human resources specialists are responsible for recruiting,
screening, interviewing, trainingand placing workers. They may
also handle employee relations, payroll, benefits and training.
Overall personnel admin.

Game Designer

S.No
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My Speciality and
Required Intelligence

Intresting skills to
improvise
my Intelligence
Interpretation
Reasoning,
Costing,
Peoplehandling

Interior Design.World

Spatial,Logical,Financial&
Interpersonal

Journalists World

Precise Communication,
Linguistic, Spatial,Intrapersonal
Interpretation,
&
Selfawareness &
Naturalistic.
Classifying.

Music Critic

Musician

Musical,Linguistic,Logical&
Interpersonal

Auditory skills,
Precise Communication,
Reasoning &
Peoplehandling.

Musical,Logical,Spatial&
Linguistic&intrapersonal.

Auditory skills,
Reasoning ,
Interpretation,
Precise Communication&
Self awareness.

Dear Parents, the list of career options is only an indicative and not exhaustive.
Our Achariyans are free to choose career options beyond the list also.

Little More Clarity about my Ambition
Interior designers plan the design of living and commercial
environments.
They then manage the work of turning their ideas into a reality.
They need to design a space that is practical for its purpose as
well as visually pleasing.
The core purpose of a journalist is to research, document, write,
and
present the news in an honest, ethical, and unbiased way. A
journalist job description still calls for hard work, ethics, quality
writing, and, at its heart, the desire to tell the truth
Music critics write for national publications such as Rolling Stone,
academic journals such as Contemporary Music Review, blogs
such as Bay Area Classical Voice and StarkInsider, newspapers
and other media.
Musicians are involved in creating and/or performing music in a
variety of
genres. They can be composers, instrumentalists and/or singers
who perform either in the studio or before a live audience.

